EZ Dock

MidAtlantic

Gangways and Piers
Gangways
EZ Dock Mid-Atlantic provides gangways in any width up to 50’ in
length with or without handrails, roller, hinge assembly. We design
and manufacture each gangway to meet custom specifications and
no job is too big or small. Delivery Service is provided for all orders
and is based on the distance from our Seaville, NJ office.
Our standard all-aluminum, fully welded gangways feature our custom aluminum decking with Exagrip skid-resistant surface but we
can use any other surface based on your individual requirements.
They are constructed with marine grade aluminum and designed
for use in the most severe salt water environments. Each gangway is
available with a standard horizontal hinge assembly at the top and
solid neoprene rollers at the bottom. Gangways can be ordered with
an optional transition plate at the bottom to allow for handicap access. They are available with removable handrails that bolt on with
stainless steel hardware to allow for easy shipping or moving.
Don’t confuse these gangways with some competitors “bolt together assembly.” All of our gangways are custom fabricated in our shop
by highly trained welders. Naturally lightweight and long lasting
aluminum is the ideal structural material. Any 5/4” decking including composite, wood or our custom aluminum decking are available.
Options are available such as a winch to allow raising and lowering
the gangway at the end and beginning of a season (see picture on
right).
We design and manufacture our gangways to meet your custom
specifications and sizes. No job is too big or too small!

Gangways

Piers
Our heavy duty, permanent piers are custom built as well and provide up to 50’ spans between pilings which saves time and money.
Our piers are EPA approved and safe for the environment as opposed to the alternative wood options. Naturally lightweight and
long lasting aluminum is the ideal structural material. Any 5/4”
decking including composite, wood or our custom aluminum decking are available.
The marine-grade aluminum is extruded to our specifications and
demonstrates excellent weathering abilities due to its rust prohibiting properties and strength. Aluminum is cooler to the touch than
wood, steel and most synthetic decking materials. Our piers are virtually maintenance-free and have an increased longevity due to the
construction and material used.
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